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The Construction of Schoolhouses

Introductory

In view of the fact that millions of dollars are to he spent during

the coming months in this State for the construction of new school

buildings, and in view of the further fact that so many of our school

officials and others having the construction of these buildings in

charge do not have at hand a brief handbook of information about

correct and essential features to be built into school buildings, it

seems appropriate that a handbook on schoolhouse construction be

prepared and issued to school officials and others interested.

The class in Administrative Problems in the University Summer
School for 1920 devoted its time and thought to a consideration

of the problem of school buildings and worked long and faithfully

at its task. This bulletin is the result of the investigation made
by the several members of that class. The names appearing imme-

diately after each topic are the names of those students in this class

who worked out the material presented under that topic.

This bulletin is not intended as a scholarly study, but rather as

a practical aid to school officials in their efforts to give to tax-

payers full value for their school-building dollars. It is neither

complete nor detailed. That it is correct and entirely exact, or

that it will meet with absolutely universal approval is too much
to expect. The only hope is that it may help to prevent waste of

public funds during these months before us when we shall be con-

structing our new temples of democracy.

Li. A. Williams,

Professor of School Administration.
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General Principles

L. A. Williams

The best practical rule of procedure in schoolhouse construction is

also the best artistic rule of procedure. The building must be built

to look like a school building, i. e., it must be built to be serviceable.

Don't try to build a church, or a factory, or a courthouse, and use it

for school purposes. Keep in mind the use to which the structure

is to be put and build it so it will be of maximum service.

A second rule to follow is this. Make it simple and plain rather

than complex and ornate. Keep to simple lines and to a straight,

simple dignity of construction. Over-decoration in school buildings is

as offensive as the overdressed doll and the dude in society. Keep
to simplicity in school buildings.

In the third place, plan to build of material which will be just as

enduring as your community can afford. Cheap material is costly

in the end. Safety of children's lives is in the hands of schoolhouse

builders and they should amply provide for the protection of these

lives. Lasting materials seem expensive as a first cost, but a school-

house should be built to endure for generations yet unborn and
therefore should be built of material good for ages yet to come.

Moreover, to build of anything less than brick or stone casts a re-

flection upon the enduring nature of education and its influence.

The purpose of the building can best be expressed, in fact only ex-

pressed, in enduring materials.

Finally, so plan the building that it will meet the particular needs

of the community and school system it is intended to serve. Know
the details of the educational plan and scheme in the community
before beginning to plan a building. Let the needs determine size,

form, types of rooms, amount of auditorium space, etc., etc., and not

the amount of money available or the particular pet plan or "layout"

of an architect. Adapt the plans to the community needs and do

not accept offhand and firsthand a pretty picture of a building which
may be a joy to the eye but a horror to a teacher who tries to

teach school in it.

It is highly important, therefore, to have a definite building pro-

gram in mind before any steps are taken to construct a single room
or building. What is a building program, anyhow? A building

program is a wise man's precaution against future trouble. To
have a building program is to know what you want and go after

it, but the essential feature of the program is to know what you
want. To build without a program is like cutting a dress without

a pattern, weaving gingham without a design, writing a story with-
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out having a plot, shooting a gun without taking aim. You may
find that the dress fits, the chances are it won't; you may weave a

design, but it will be pretty sure to be crazy patchwork; you may
write a story, but it will not sell; you may "bring home the bacon"

but you are tempting Lady Luck. You may get a building, but it

will not meet your needs.

If you intend to build, find out first what sort of a building you
need—don't go after a bond issue with the first ball pitched. Find
out what features you would have in your building. How many
classrooms do you need and for what grades do you need them?
According to your age-grade census, what grades will need most
attention and room for the next five or ten years? How rapidly is

your town growing? How many new rooms will you need each year

for a five-year or a ten-year period? Do you need an auditorium in

this new building? Should it provide space for only the pupils in

that school or also for the immediate community that building will

serve; or should it be ample to serve as the public auditorium for

the entire town or village? Does your plan of work contemplate

supervised study? Then how many study halls or how much study

hall provision ought you to make? Have in mind the unit plan of

construction in order that as your school needs increase and your

enrollment grows apace, as it will, you may add to your building

without destroying its unity, beauty, and utility, or sacrificing proper

lighting, ventilating, and heating features. You may not be able to

build now for ten years from now, but you can anticipate and pre-

pare for the needs of the school ten years hence.

Consider the various desirable features in modern school buildings

and determine which of these you would like or can afford to have,

or cannot afford to go without, in your new building. For example,

think about wardrobes, lockers, rest rooms for teachers, library,

music room, lunch rooms, special rooms for special classes, shower

baths, dressing rooms off the auditorium stage, administration offices,

a swimming pool, a gymnasium, laboratories, and so on ad infinitum.

Which of these must you have, how many of each—how large

—

i. e., to

accommodate how many, located about where in the building? These

are all matters for you to decide first of all. Until you know some-

thing about what you need for a building you are not ready to do

anything else—even look for a lot. When you have determined the

kind of building and the features you would have in it, and when
you have selected the site, you are ready to talk with an archi-

tect. Get a reliable and experienced designer of school buildings

—

not a builder of tobacco barns or a dreamer of churches; i. e., get a

man who knows what a schoolhouse is for and how to put into

a schoolhouse school, not architectural, features. Having caught

your architect, show him the lot, give him your list of rooms, size
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of auditorium, gymnasium, etc., etc., and ask him to make you pre-

liminary sketches and elevations of a building embodying your ideas

designed to fit the location you have determined upon. This is your

building, to be built to serve the needs of boys and girls in your

community, and not the architect's building, to show how skillful

he is in producing special architectural effects on the exterior and

in covering up the non-echool defects of the interior.

With these preliminary sketches in hand, you are ready to consult

with a contractor. Get him to estimate, roughly, the cost of the

building. Get the architect to give you his estimate also. Having

these estimates in hand, you had better play safe and add about 10

per cent (or more) to the highest estimate—this will give you the

cost of the building alone, perhaps! Add to this the cost of the site

and approximate cost of any other features you have in mind for

the building, i. e., seats, desks, teaching equipment, playground ap-

paratus, etc., and you now know somewhere near how large a bond

issue you must have. Right here let it be said that in planning

for libraries and laboratories you must plan to equip them. Do
not do as so many have done, provide space for these rooms, de-

signed for these particular purposes and then because they are not

equipped with books and apparatus turn them into recitation rooms
for which they were never designed. Get these rooms, if needed, into

your building, but also get proper equipment in them and put them
to use. Incidentally, the cost of this equipment should be included

in the estimate for the new plant you are planning; it is investment

capital and ought not to be supplied from maintenance funds.

This may look like reverse English to some, but experience shows
the folly and calamity of any other plan. A bond issue looks big

enough until you turn an architect loose on it; and, after he is

through with trying to keep his ideas within the limits set by the

bonds, you have only a remnant left of the big plan you thought

you had in mind when you began to talk about a new building. Go
at this thing right! Be sure you get an architect, the very best

you can secure, to embody your ideas in plans. Don't trust to some
local contractor or carpenter. Go after the best man you know or

can find out about who knows school architecture. Have your own
ideas about what should be in that building, cut out features if you
have to, but cut them out for your own reasons and not because

the architect tells you this or that "may, perhaps, be omitted," but

have these ideas incorporated by a trained designer of school build-

ings. You choose what features shall be done away with, you do

the omitting, you keep check on the terracotta work, the turret-

effects, the over-decoration, the elaborate entrance, etc.

This may seem as if the architect were thought to be a rascal.

Not at all; he is an architect, he loves his work, and is eager to make
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it conform to architectural judgment, and to see how new ideas will

work out. The architect has no desire to be other than true to his

profession, and he will do all in his power to set out the architectural

viewpoint. He is thoroughly all right and fine, artistically devoted

to his craft and to be honored for his devotion. The point lies here

—

you are a schoolman, you are devoted to your craft, and you must see

to it that the building which the architect is constructing for you
shall be first of all a school building; after that it may be an archi-

tect's building. You must be true to your profession, you must
serve your muse even as the architect serves his. He knows his

business. The point is—do you know yours?

Nor does this mean that you ought to neglect the element of beauty

in your building. On the contrary, you must see to it that the

building is made as much a "thing of beauty and a joy forever" as is

humanly possible. However, there is no beauty equal to the beauty

of simplicity combined with utility where a schoolhouse is concerned,

and you must needs consider the elements of simplicity, utility and

durability as of major importance compared to decoration and the

ornate and insist upon the beauty of the former type as of primary

importance. To secure decorative features at the cost of simple lines

with usefulness is not only bad art, it is bad business as well.

The final point to be made here is, get ideas about correct build-

ing before you ask the citizens to vote for bonds which shall tie up

their taxes for years to come. It is not fair to them to secure their

consent to issue bonds and then not give them adequate school facili-

ties as you promised them when you asked that the issue of bonds

be carried. Find out first your needs, plan according to your needs

now and—in so far as possible—try to anticipate the future needs

for ten years ahead, and then frankly put it up to the taxpayers to

decide whether or not they are willing and able to meet their school

building needs. Follow the lead of the business man—he first finds

out the needs of his business in terms of his business, if he wishes

to enlarge his factory; next he has plans and sketches made to suit

his needs; then he gets an estimate on the costs, and, if necessary,

he goes to the bank and hires the necessary money or he increases

the capital stock as demanded. Public education is important big

business; go about this business in a businesslike way, for it is your

business.



Conditions Which Govern the Selection of a

School Site

Myra McFall and Chloe Miller

In the selection of a site for a school building usually the expense

of the land and the centrality of location are the prime factors

considered, but this should not be entirely so. The greatest care

and attention should be given also to the healthfulness of the site

and to the architectural possibilities it may possess. However, the

center of the school population, not necessarily of the district, would

be the logical place for the location of the building provided other

conditions are favorable. This is rarely the case, and therefore many
other factors must be considered before making a final selection.

In selecting a site for a city school it is usually difficult to get an

area of sufficient size. To guard against -this, sites should be selected

ahead, in so far as possible anticipating the city's growth, and set

aside for school purposes. It is often a serious problem to find a

place where tall buildings do not obstruct the light. The school

sites selected should, therefore, be sufficiently large to warrant that

tall buildings will not be placed near enough to obstruct the light or

else there should be some restrictions placed on the erection of tall

buildings in the school vicinity.

In the country also the problem of light must be considered. The
building should not be placed close to high hills, tall forest trees,

or anything else that will in any way interfere with proper and
sufficient lighting of the schoolrooms. Not only do the above-

mentioned factors obstruct the light, but they also prevent the access

of fresh air as well as sunlight. The city buildings should be kept

away from the neighborhood of livery stables, fish markets, factories

that pollute the air with gases, smokes, and odors, anything in fact

that will in any way contaminate the air. In the country, marshes,

stagnant ponds, ill-kept barnyards, or any other conditions that will

give rise to permanent or temporary moisture should be avoided as

they may give rise to very unhealthful atmospheric conditions.

It is not advisable to locate the school building on a main street.

This is particularly true if the street in question is paved with noisy

pavement. Neither should a schoolhouse be built in the vicinity of a

noisy factory, railroads or near noise producers of any kind. Equally

it should not be placed near hospitals and cemeteries where sudden

and distracting activity is apt to occur. Not only will the recita-

tions be interfered with when buildings are so placed, but the children,

though apparently becoming accustomed to the noise and distrac-
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tions, have shown in many of the tests made in this connection that

at the end of the day their fatigue is much more noticeable and their

nervous systems are seriously affected. Dusty thoroughfares and in-

dustries that fill the air with dust should be avoided as injurious to

the health of the children. Of course all sections infested with any
moral nuisances common to cities should be emphatically avoided,

as pupil environment—social and moral—has an acknowledged power-

ful influence on the lives of school children.

The play instinct is one of the most fundamental demands of child

life because it is one of nature's most effective methods of prompting
the child to react to his environment, both physical and social. Thus
the playground is nearly as important a consideration as the class-

room in the management of the modern school, for it must furnish

a place for gardening, for open-air classes, for organized play and
physical training, both during the school day and after school, on
Saturday, and during the summer vacation. These new uses are

creating a new condition which warrants far greater expenditure,

thought, and care than the old-time playground received.

First, then, as to the size of the playground. It is almost impos-

sible to set any arbitrary standard for the size of a school ground.

Various standards have been proposed; one hundred square feet per

pupil seems to be very adequate. Of course where there are only

a few in school this would not hold true, for a school of only one

hundred pupils would need practically as much space as one of four

hundred pupils. Almost any city high school requires at least ten

acres of ground in order to carry on the games that the pupils

should play, because most of the games require a considerable area,

and the growing conception is that every student should take part

in the games and athletic activities of the school. It certainly

should be large enough for baseball and other outdoor games. Very
often, especially in rural communities, a neighborhood park and

picnic ground should be connected with the school. In this case ten

acres will not be too much for the general athletic field and picnic

place for the district. Girls need a separate field or a separate sec-

tion of the play area from boys, and they should have every en-

couragement in their play.

In the second place, how about the condition of the ground? The

playground should be in condition to be used—which is not often

the case at present. "It is of no advantage to have large play-

grounds if they are covered with brickbats and piles of ashes',

gullied out by the rains, with the roots of trees projecting in places

that furnish almost impossible surfaces over which to run. Many
of the school yards of our cities are a disgrace to the system to

which they belong. The surface of the playground should be smooth;

one that does not get muddy after rains or dusty in dry weather;
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that is springy beneath the feet and soft to fall upon; that does not

get overhot in summer or slippery in winter; that does not wear

out the play apparatus and the clothes of the children unduly; and,

that does not wear out their nervous systems from its shocks and

bruises."* If it is not possible to find a surface that will meet these

requirements we can manufacture a surface for the playground.

Where the school playground has been surfaced it has generally

been with brick, which is very unsuitable; cement, which is a little

better than brick, and, gravel and broken stone; none of these has

been wholly satisfactory. If it is found that a site has been chosen

that cannot meet correct requirements for a playground without a

prohibitive expense the site should be given up and another selected.

From a sanitary point of view, soil drainage, pure water, and pure

air are the most important factors in the selection of a school site.

The soil should not be clayey or peaty, as moisture is constantly

rising from it and there is always a peculiar sort of coldness above

it. It is also dangerous to use "made" or filled land for a school,

as this usually consists of garbage, street sweepings, and in general

is the dumping ground for all sorts of refuse. If it should become

necessary to use land of this kind all the contaminated soil should

be carted away and replaced with pure sandy or gravelly loam—as

this soil purifies itself quickly and permits the moisture to sink

rapidly away—thus offering a better site for playgrounds, gardening

and agricultural work. Another way of treating the "made" land

is to shut out the odors of putrefaction by carefully paving or cement-

ing the whole school yard. This removes objections with reference

to sanitary conditions, but there are serious objections to the pave-

ment when it comes to using the yard as a playground. The best

yard for a school is one having a porous soil that has not been

contaminated. This soil will let the air enter it more deeply and
it will be kept pure much longer than a soil that is not so porous

and hence retains its impurities longer. Contaminated soil gives

rise to contaminated air and everything producing contaminated air

must be avoided in the selection of a school site since pure air is

one of the most important requisites in the proper conduct and
management of a public school.

"The school site should be higher than the contiguous ground

about it in order to avoid surface drainage toward it. For if there

is any outlying infected ground higher than the school site it may
bring toward the school foul, germ-laden water to such an extent

as to contaminate the ground all about the building and render it

* Curtis : The Reorganized School Playground.
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unfit for use."* If a level plot of land must be selected, however,

it can be rendered fit for school use by having tile drains placed

all around the building, and, if necessary, should be radiated through

the playground.

In the country the source of the water supply should be considered

before selecting the school site, and a place that does not make
possible an easy access to good water should be avoided.
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Heating of School Buildings

Miss Mary Poore

One of the most important features of a school building is its

heating system. The health, comfort and mental effort of the child

and teacher alike are dependent on the temperature and ventilation

of the classroom. A temperature of 68 degrees Fahrenheit at the

breathing line is generally conceded to be best for classrooms with

65 degrees for rooms not in constant use, such as halls, gymnasiums,

playrooms, toilets, etc. Carpenter says: "The heating system should

be combined with ventilation, which at normal temperature will

change the air six times per hour except corridors, halls and storage

rooms."

The selection of the heating system should be influenced by the

location; the length of cold seasons, amount of heat required, varia-

tions of temperature—depending on the climate; and the immediate

site of the building—highland, level land, nearness to other buildings.

In planning a building consider the location of the heating room.

It should never be under assembly room, exit or passageway, and

should be placed to the north side that when the air is driven to

the south side the heat will be evenly distributed. All fresh-air

ducts should have entrance on the south side of the building as

the mean difference in temperature between north and south sides is

about 5 degrees.

There are two general classes of heating systems—the direct

and the indirect. All others are but combinations of heating with

ventilation. Classified in this way we have "direct-natural," "direct-

gravity," "direct-mechanical," and "indirect-mechanical."

By "direct" heating we mean a system in which heat is imparted

to the room by radiation directly from the heated surface. Stoves,

electric heaters, grates, are direct sources of heat. Hot-air furnaces

also belong to this class because the heated air is conducted directly

from the firebox and admitted through registers. When radiators of

steam or hot-water furnaces are located in the rooms they are direct.

Aside from a small amount of air admitted through the chimney of

a fireplace, the use of grates or stoves affords no adequate ventilation.

Stoves and fireplaces serve to supply an intense heat in a short time

with a minimum amount of fuel, but the uneven supply of heat and the

lack of ventilation make them very undesirable.

Hot-air furnaces are a great improvement over stove or grate,

furnish more even heat and are practical in small buildings.

Steam and hot-water furnaces furnish more even temperature and
more steady heat. Hot water is a little more economical and is less
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depressing in effect than steam. Lack of proper ventilation is their

greatest disadvantage. This can he overcome to a certain extent by

the use of 12-inch, properly designed, deflecting ventilators on all win-

dows—radiators or coils, of course, being placed under the windows;

and by having ducts near the floor on an inside wall for the escape of

vitiated air. This is what we term "direct-natural."

When in connection with the use of steam or hot-water furnace, the

air circulation is obtained by the use of fan or blower, the system

is called "direct-mechanical."

When no fan or blower is used, we have the "direct-gravity" system.

Air movement is secured by an application of the law of gravity.

Flues are installed so that the warm, pure air enters near the ceiling

and the vitiated air dropping as it cools leaves by a flue located near

the floor.

The theory of the gravity system does not work out due to changes

of wind and variations in climate, especially in warmer climates where
there is too little difference between indoor and outdoor temperatures

to cause the change of air. The "gravity-system" is cheaper to install,

but in the long run not economical as fires cannot be readily con-

trolled.

Indirect heating means that the heat is imparted by the air used in

ventilation. The air is heated before entering the rooms by passing

over radiators or coils located either in the basement or in the walls

outside of the entering flues. Outlets are provided for vitiated air

and fans or blowers are used to drive the air, giving us the "indirect-

mechanical" system. This system insures more even temperature;

space is not wasted nor dirt collected by unsightly radiators or coils;

and there is no knocking of radiators or hissing of steam valves to

disturb the class.

In connection with the mechanical system whether it be direct or

indirect there may be a plenum chamber. The plenum chamber is a

storage room for fresh air which may be brought directly by ducts

from out of doors or may be drawn over a false ceiling or again may
be taken from the floors. The air is drawn by fans from the plenum

chamber over coils or other heating surface and thence is driven into

air ducts and eventually into the rooms. Air ducts should be large

enough to insure sufficient air, about four square feet being the mini-

mum size.

The "indirect-mechanical" system of heating is by far the most de-

sirable.

There should be some means of humidifying air. There are various

devices in connection with steam and hot water furnaces for this

purpose. The amount of humidity in a schoolroom should be about
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50%. Too dry air is thought to cause dry skin, and troubles of the

throat and nasal passages, because dry air absorbs the moisture neces-

sary for health and comfort.

Consider carefully the kinds of heating systems, decide which is best

suited to the particular building in mind, and then employ an expert

heating company and leave all details of installation to them.

When the building is ready for use, secure the services of an engineer

or engineer-janitor who understands the mechanism of the plant and

let him run it. If the janitor you had in your "old building" does not

know how to run the new system have him instructed in the mechanics

of it, do not leave him to learn its working by trial and error. Many
heating systems condemned as inefficient are unsatisfactory not be-

cause of any inherent fault of the system but because of the ignorance

of the janitor in manipulating the system.
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General Features of a Building

G. Y. Newton, H. V. Bailey, R. W. Adams

There are certain general features of a school building which need
to be considered in their relation to the whole building scheme. De-

tails need not be discussed here but only the larger features of building

plans.

Authorities do not entirely agree as to the exact location of a school

building on the site. According to Clay, the buildings should be set

on the lot at an angle so that most of the windows will face the east

and northeast and west and southwest. He argues that this will give

sun in every room at some time during the day. Mills substantially

agrees with this statement. Because most of the streets run north

and south, he says, it is best for the building to face either north or

south. The light, however, being better if the building can be set

with most of its windows facing east and west it is best to locate it

in this general easterly, westerly direction.

School buildings should be so constructed that they can be added

to and enlarged, and amply lighted. Out of these ideas have developed

seven general types of modern school buildings. The "hollow-square,"

the "T," the "E," "H," "U," the group and the "group concentrated."

Five types of construction have been followed in the building of these

buildings: (a) entirely fire-proof, (b) slow burning, which is abso-

lutely fire-proof everywhere except windows and doors, (c) fire resist-

ing walls, corridors and stairways, the remainder of wood, (d) masonry
walls, rest of material burnable, (e) all burnable. Of course the very

best type to adopt is type "a." The material of the building, that is,

should be absolutely fireproof and durable. The choice of which of

these materials to use depends largely upon the accessibility of the

materials and the costs of them laid down on the site.

A building to render the best service must have many general ser-

vice features. These general service features may be divided into

three classes, (1) essential, (2) highly desirable, and (3) sometimes

desirable. The essential features are: classrooms, assembly room,

library, office of superintendent, music room, toilet rooms, boiler, fur-

nace and fuel rooms, rest rooms. The highly desirable rooms are:

apparatus room, biological, botanical, chemistry rooms, domestic

science room, gymnasium, business department rooms, drawing

rooms, manual training rooms, museum room, locker and bath rooms,

kindergarten and play rooms. The sometimes desirable rooms are:

astronomy room, balance room, bicycle room, school board room, dining

room, dark room, kitchen, observatory, shop, study room. Local con-

ditions largely determine which of these rooms to include in any given

building.
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The buildings should not be over two stories above the ground floor

and sometimes one story is desirable. The danger from fire and acci-

dent and the excessive climbing of stairs have been the chief causes

for these conclusions.

The roofs of the building should be flat. Of course the pitched roofs

are beautiful for ornamentation, etc., but, as Mills says, ".
. . flat roofs

are not only more economically constructed but seldom cause terrible

leakage or expense for repairs." They can also be used for play-

grounds. Barret Specification Roofs have been found to be best for

flat roofs.

There are no attics in flat roof buildings. But in case a pitched roof

building is constructed, where attics are necessary, the attic should be

ventilated, protected against fire, floored with a tight floor so as to

prevent the excessive radiation of heat from the room in the winter

and the extra heating of the rooms in the summer time.

Not less than two entrances should be in any building. The best

plan, however, is to have one main entrance connecting with the audi-

torium, and two or more minor entrances connected with other parts

of the building. The stairways to the entrances and exits should be

within the building. The doors to these openings should open out-

ward, and they should have safety latches. No stair landings or any

other obstacles should obstruct these openings. Class room doors

should open outward, too, unless such opening would obstruct passage

in hallways near exits of the building.

Every two-story building should be provided with at least two stair-

ways—one at each end of the building. Their landings should never

be close together and never close to class room doors. These stair-

ways should be made of fire proof material. Single stairways should

be not less than five feet in width, and double stairs should be eight

to ten feet wide. A division should be run up and down the center

of the double stairway. Railings should be provided on each side of

both single and double stairways. There should be an eleven inch

tread and a six to seven inch riser for each step. Sharp turns should

be avoided, spiral stairs are never advisable. At each turn there

should be a broad landing. Where there is a rise of two or three steps

an incline should be used with a grade of one inch to one foot. The
material of the tread should be marble, slate or cement. If iron is

used it should be corrugated with lead.

Corridors should be large, well lighted, and well ventilated. Authori-

ties agree that there should be a range of from eight to ten feet in

width in each corridor. Excessive width over twelve feet is absolutely

unnecessary.

The floors of the building should be finished with maple or rift sawed
Georgia pine. If these materials cannot be procured, Mills suggests

that it is best to use plastic cement. These cements are free from

2
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cracks and unhygienic features. Best of all, by the use of this ma-
terial, a cone and base continuous with the floor can be constructed.

All upper floors should be sound proof, by the insertion of an abund-

ance of deadening felt in the air space between the sub-floor and the

finishing floor.

The inside walls should be made of plaster, both sides and overhead.

They should be free from dust catching corners and obstructions.

The woodwork of the doors, windows and window casings should be

made as plain as possible, corrugation, fancy grooves, etc., are unde-

sirable for they are only dust and germ catchers. The walls should

be tinted with a color restful to the eye. The ceiling should be white,

yet not white, an ivory white.

One question that causes a divergence of opinion, is where shall the

coat rooms be located? In the grammar grades or primary grades

it is desirable to have the coat rooms in close proximity to the class

room. One method is to have the coat room or locker just outside

the class room. Another method is to have them in the class room
with a rolling or sliding partition separating them from the main
room. They should be well lighted and well ventilated. Care should

be taken that the air from the cloak room does not enter the class

room. In some cases the room is so ventilated that the air from the

school room passes out through the cloak room. Whether in the

room or out of the room they should be conveniently located. In the

high school the practice is to have a separate room for the cloaks.

If possible, a locker should be provided in these rooms for each pupil.

These are all essential features in a building and school boards as

well as architects should keep well in mind that the school building

is to be built for service and not alone as an ornament. Scarcely a

single one of these general features can well be varied or omitted if the

building is to meet adequately the needs of modern school management
and control.
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The Rooms in the Building

J. A. Holmes and R. W. Holmes

The number and kinds of rooms in a school building will depend
upon the particular locality and the uses to be made of the building.

But a study of several recently constructed buildings would lead

one to infer that certain rooms are necessary, meaning indispensable,

others highly desirable, and still others needed for certain localities

and for certain specific purposes. Since a building designed for elemen-

tary work is not suited for secondary work, we will consider these

two types separately.

The necessary rooms for an elementary school building are as

follows: class rooms, cloak rooms, boys' toilets, girls' toilets, princi-

pal's office, teachers' room, supply or storage room, play rooms, and
auditorium. The desirable rooms in this building are: manual train-

ing room, domestic science room, library, janitor's room, and kinder-

garten room.

In the high school building the following rooms are necessary: class

or recitation rooms, principal's office, boys' toilets, girls' toilets, audi-

torium, library room, chemistry and physics laboratories, gymnasium,
storage room, lecture or demonstration room for science. The following

rooms are highly desirable: boys' locker rooms, girls' locker rooms,

manual training room or shop, cooking room, reception room in con-

nection with principal's office, sewing room, study rooms, mechanical

drawing room, teachers' rest room, dining room for home economics,

janitor's room, biology laboratory, shower rooms, and commercial

room.

The class rooms should be above the basement floor and should

be so placed as to receive a proper amount and distribution of light.

This implies that they should be oblong, and the height should not

be less than one-half the width. Most state codes and writers upon
the subject would require a minimum number of square feet of floor

space and cubic feet of air space for each pupil. Mills concludes

that the ideal is twenty square feet and two hundred sixty cubic

feet; and that it should never be less than fifteen square feet and

two hundred cubic feet respectively. Dresslar says that it has been

found by careful experimentation and investigation that the distance

which the normal eye can easily see well written letters an inch and

a half high is twenty-nine feet, and the distance which the ordinary

speaking voice can be easily and accurately heard by normal children

is thirty feet. Considering these facts together with the law that the

intensity of light decreases as the square of the distance increases we
conclude that class rooms should be approximately 32 ft. x 24 ft. x 12 ft.
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Each class room should be equipped with teacher's desk and chair,

bookcase, blackboards, shades, pupils' desks and such charts, maps
and other equipment as the particular room demands. In general,

grades one to three inclusive should have desks about 12 in. x 18 in.;

grades four to six inclusive, 15 in. x 21 in.; grades seven and eight,

18 in. x 23 in. A part of the desks in all the rooms should be ad-

justable and we recommend that all the desks in the high school

rooms be adjustable. This will meet the demands made by the rapid

growth of the adolescent children. Blackboards should be placed

in the front and on the right-hand side of the room. They should

be of slate and at least 3 ft. 6 in. or 4 ft. high. They should be placed

about twenty inches from the floor to their base in primary rooms and
gradually increase their distance with the grades to never more
than 30 inches. There should be a chalk trough at the bottom of the

board about three inches wide, furnished with clean-out holes and cov-

ered with a quarter-inch mesh which can be easily removed.

The principal's office should be placed on the first floor near the

main entrance, and it is desirable to have a waiting room in con-

nection with it. The two together need not occupy more space than

an ordinary class room. The office should be equipped with desk,

chairs, bookcase, filing cabinets, vault and telephone. It is desirable

that it have a toilet and lavatory adjoining. In the waiting room
there should be a table, chairs, and a davenport.

There should be toilet rooms for boys and for girls located on
each floor of the building. It is best to place these so that they can

get direct sunshine. There should be one closet for every twenty-five

boys and one for every fifteen girls. The heights should be graduated

according to the grades. The particular equipment for the toilets

will be treated under the head of sanitation.

Cloak rooms should be placed above the basement floor and in a

convenient, well lighted, and well ventilated place. For elementary
grades each child should be supplied with a certain space, equipped
with hooks and pegs adjusted in height to the grade to which the

pupil belongs. For high school pupils, especially where they move
from room to room to recite, the cloak rooms should be provided
with a locker for each pupil. High school locker rooms should be
separate for boys and girls. These rooms should be near stairways
and exits.

It is now deemed necessary to have teachers' rest rooms, especially

for lady teachers and it is desirable to provide them for each sex.

These rooms should have plenty of light and sunshine and should
be directly connected with a private toilet. These rest rooms should
also be equipped with book case, easy chairs, davenport, table, and
ample provision for wraps.
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Storage rooms should be placed in such parts of the building as

are not well supplied with natural light, since artificial light serves

as well. The size depends upon the number of such rooms and the

uses to which they are put. They should be equipped with shelves

and whatever furniture the particular use might demand.

The auditorium or assembly hall should always be placed on the

ground floor with at least one exit directly to the ground. If galleries

are used the entrance to them is preferably from the second floor.

The floor should be level or if inclined at all very slightly. The size

is determined entirely by the extent of the use to which the room is

to be put. It should be equipped with opera chairs and a stage at

least fifteen feet wide behind the curtain. It is desirable to have

in connection with the stage dressing rooms, a small amount of drop

scenery, and curtains.

The elementary schools should have separate play rooms for boys

and girls. These may be placed in the basement, but must be pro-

vided with direct outlets to the ground. They should be well ventilated

and sound proof. Pressed brick makes a good finish for the interior

walls of play rooms.

Every high school should have a well lighted library, planned as

a reading room, with the books not in a separate stack room. It

is often convenient to locate this opposite the principal's office or

over the main entrance. A space equal to a class room is sufficient

to serve this need. This room should be provided with a large, long

table and plenty of chairs.

Every modern high school must have a science lecture room and
laboratories for physics and chemistry. The sizes of these rooms
will depend upon the number of pupils to be served. They may be

placed on the basement floor, and for the physios laboratory this is

probably preferable. The lecture room should be provided with a

demonstration table with slate top, a lantern for screen exhibitions,

and an easy method of darkening the room. The chemistry laboratory

should be provided with work desks, sinks, blackboards, lockers, and

such other equipment as the finances will permit. There should be

gas, drains, and electricity. The physics laboratory should have small

laboratory tables, wall tables near the windows with shallow drawers,

adjustable stools, sinks with hot and cold water, gas, electricity,

blackboards, and such special equipment as the school can afford.

The gymnasium should be on the basement floor, because this would
necessitate soundproofing only the ceiling. Outside light is desir-

able, but not necessary. There should be eight or ten square feet of

floor space for each pupil, and it should be twenty or twenty-five

feet in height. There should by all means be a running track, basket

ball court, mats, Indian clubs, and dumb bells. The other equipment

will depend upon the financial condition of the school.
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In conjunction with the gymnasium there should be shower rooms

for each sex. The showers should be in stalls with double compart-

ments, one of which is used for dressing.

The kindergarten room should never be above the first floor. The

floors, walls and ceilings should be soundproof. The floors should be

hardwood or linoleum cemented on to concrete surface. It should be

large enough to contain a sixteen inch circle painted on the floor

with at least a four inch margin all around. The walls should be

fixed to allow pictures and decorations to be easily placed upon them.

It is desirable to have a large open fireplace. There should always

be separate toilet rooms with low fixtures convenient.

If the manual training room comes within the building at all it

should be in the basement or some place where the sound will not

interfere with the other work. It should be a large room containing

something like a thousand or more square feet of floor space. A cor-

ner room is preferable and lighting on two sides is desired. This room

should be provided with sink, work rack, display frames, benches, and

stools, teacher's desk, table with unfinished top, desk chair, clock,

blackboards and glue pot.

Under domestic science there must be at least one room for cooking

and anot i,er for sewing. The cooking room has generally found itself

in the b sement, but the Boston code gives preference to a corner

room on the top floor with lighting on two sides, and it should con-

tain about a thousand square feet floor space. It should be equipped

with work benches, dresser, fuel box, sinks, with hot and cold water,

refrigerator and coal and gas ranges. The sewing room depends for its

size upon the number of pupils using it. It should be on the top

floor and may use overhead light. It should be equipped with tables,

chairs, blackboards, electric irons, and sewing machines.

Provision should be made for both mechanical and free hand draw-

ing. If separate rooms are used, it is desirable that they be adjoining

rooms. They should have north light, or sky light. These rooms
should be provided with book-cases, drawing tables, teacher's desk,

easels, chairs and studies and models.

The business department should comprise a suite of three rooms:
one for bookkeeping, another for shorthand, and a third for type-

writing. The first of these should be the size of a class room. The
other two should be the size of one class room, preferably with
a glass partition. These rooms should be well lighted.

If the janitor does not use the engine room, some provision should

be made elsewhere. A basement room or one near the engine room
is desirable.

In this report, we have made no provision for a coal room and
boiler or furnace room since it is desirable that they be separate

and apart from the main building. In case the boiler room or furnace
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room is placed within the building the floor above should be both

fire-proof and heat-proof. Such a room should never be less than

twelve feet in height and should be at least twice as long as the

boilers. The engine room should be so constructed that the machinery

within will be free from the dust of the coal and boiler rooms.

It is preferable to have a fan room in the basement near the center

of the building. It is essential that the fan room be of sufficient

height to receive plenty of fresh air.
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Sanitation of Buildings

B. J. COLTRANE, S. J. HUSKETH, AND H. F. LATSHAW

The walls of class rooms and corridors should be plastered, fin-

ished smooth, and waterproofed with a non-gloss, washable paint.

All corners and mouldings should be finished round. The purpose

of this is to avoid the accumulation of dust, to permit frequent wash-

ing, and to secure that beauty which comes from harmonious simplicity

of line.

The walls of the toilet rooms should be finished in tile. Such

a wall is both sanitary and beautiful, furthermore it has a psychologi-

cal effect tending to tone up toilet-room discipline. If money for tile

is not available, a plaster wall finished with plastic cement and water-

proofed with cement paint will give good service.

In cities there are sewer regulations passed by the city council

governing the disposal of sewage. These regulations standardize

sewerage equipment with a view to making sewage disposal sanitary.

If, perchance, a school is being erected in a small town which does not

have sewerage regulations, a copy of sewerage regulations may easily

be obtained by mail upon request from the nearest city. For sewage

disposal in rural schools a septic tank should be used. Septic tank

construction consists essentially of the construction of two or more
underground concrete tanks, at a point lower than the source of

sewage and connected therewith by sewer pipes carefully cemented

together to prevent leakage. The first tank is the liquifying tank

where, by the action of bacteria, the sewage is rendered aqueous.

The second tank is the effluent tank from which the resultant liquid

is siphoned into drains which distribute the liquid into the surrounding

soil. This system works best in a distributing ground which is

gravelly or sandy. Details as to the construction are obtainable from
bulletins issued by the United States government and by the North
Carolina State Board of Health.

In connection with the installation of sewage equipment in a city

school building, care should be taken to see that there is a sufficient

drop from the lowest sewer pipe under the basement floor to the

city main in the street to make sure that there will be no backflow.

Oversight of this precaution has cost many school boards hundreds of

dollars. Another precaution is in regard to toilet rooms the floor of

which should be gently sloped from all sides to a drain in the floor,

so that the room may be thoroughly washed with a hose, allowing

the water to run off by means of the floor drain.

As to drainage the building should be so located that surface and
ground water will drain away from the building. This same pre-
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caution should be observed in regard to the well if one is used in con-

nection with the school. The top of the well should be cemented

and covered. If the land on which the building is situated is damp,

it is well to go around the outside of the building with a tile drain

six or eight feet outside of the foundation walls and lower than the

basement floor. The outside of the foundation walls should be treated

with bitulithic paint. The inside of the basement has been made as

water-proof as possible through the use of ordinary cement faced

with plastic cement. No ground water will enter the building if these

precautions are taken.

The purpose of a plumbing system is to supply water to the various

parts of the building where it is needed and also to remove this

water, with waste materials, in a strictly sanitary manner. In this

paper we are concerned with all the fixtures which are necessary to

accomplish this purpose in the most satisfactory manner. The mate-

rials of which these fixtures should be made are of primary interest.

Urinals and closets are now made of vitreous ware, porcelain ware
and enameled iron. It is necessary to distinguish between the three,

because all are white and one can be easily confused with another.

Vitreous ware which is plain glazed china is impervious and non-

absorbent. It can be easily distinguished from porcelain ware by
means of an aniline ink test. For certain parts of plumbing fixtures

this is positively the best material now in use. Although most ex-

pensive, this ware is now required by all first-class building codes.

Porcelain ware which looks and feels like vitreous ware will not

stand the ink test and easily takes up water. A base made of this

ware soon becomes foul with impurities. It, therefore, should not be

used for closets and urinals. The some objection can be offered to

enameled iron. For lavatories, sinks and other fixtures porcelain may
be used. Enameled iron or galvanized iron can not be recommended
for schools.

In some schools slate is used for slab work and trough urinals.

Marble and alberene stone also are sometimes used but cannot be

recommended as the best. Slate and porcelains are of about equal

value.

Of the several different types of indoor closets now in use the

latrine is the most objectionable. However, if they are properly con-

structed and can be flushed automatically and with sufficient force,

they may be used. While being used in a large number of schools

now, the tendency is to discard them entirely. The water closet of

the syphon jet type made of vitreous ware is far superior to the

latrine.

The means of flushing must be included in selecting the type of

water closet. The best type probably is the pneumatic compression
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tank. This is so designed that pressure on the seat of the fixture

admits the water to the tank which is located at the rear of the

closet. When the seat is released the flush connection into the closet

is opened. The flushing and cleansing operation is immediately per-

formed by the water in the tank which is driven both by gravity and

by the compressed air. Since the closet flushes automatically, it is

particularly desirable where small children are present. In order to

get the best results from this type of closet it is necessary that the

mechanical work be accurately done.

The number of children to be served will determine the num-

ber of water closets to be installed. Authorities differ on this point,

but it would seem that one closet should be provided for at least

every 25 boys and one for every fifteen girls. These closets should

be separated by petitions in order to insure privacy. It is probably

best to provide no doors to compartments so formed, except for high

school pupils. It is equally important to arrange the closets in such

a way that they may be well lighted and easily cleaned. The height

of closet bowls should be graduated, and should not exceed 14 inches

for children in the lower grades.

There are three types of urinals in general use. The oldest type,

known as the trough urinal, is rapidly losing favor because of its poor

appearance and the excessive amount of water required for properly

flushing it. By its construction it becomes necessary to flush it along

its entire length or not flush at all. This makes economy of water

impossible.

The lip urinal may be a slight step in advance, but it is evident

that the best type of urinal is the stall fixture. In the rear of the

stall is a half cylinder about four feet high and eighteen inches

wide made of solid white vitreous ware. This fixture is built

into the tile so that no dirty scrub water, seepings or other foreign

substances can find their way into it. Urinals of this kind are pro-

vided with a flushing device connected with an automatic tank which
can be set to operate at practical and convenient intervals. This
guarantees economy of water consumption. It is best to install these

urinals in batteries, one urinal being allowed for every eighteen or

twenty boys.

Lavatories in school buildings should be made of vitreous ware.

Spring or push button faucets will prevent waste of water. Some
device other than the chain and stopper should be provided. Lavatories

which have no connection with the walls are preferable. Alt recom-

mends a lavatory with an integral back and a supporting leg. Of

course, a container and liquid soap should be provided. If the cost

seems too great, it is possible to economize on lavatories and sinks

by using material not so expensive as vitreous. It is proper to note
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that there should he sinks in the kitchen, lunch-room, hoiler-room, all

laboratory rooms and toilet rooms.

There are three general styles of drinking fountains, the pedestal

type, the wall hung type and the trough type. In the trough type

from one to six bubblers are used with only one waste connection.

A very satisfactory type of individual fountain is the wall hung foun-

tain. If it is necessary to increase the number, they may be set in

batteries of three, or even more. The most desirable feature of this

particular fountain is the opportunity it offers for an arrangement

whereby the water can be made to flow at an angle of about sixty

degrees instead of the vertical stream. This is very desirable

because it insures sanitation. A third type, known as the pedestal

fountain, has the advantage of being set out on a floor in any desired

position. This fountain may be operated by what is known as the pedal

control consisting of a valve in the floor. Fountains of both the

pedestal and wall type may be operated in this way or by a spring

handle in the side. It is certainly necessary to provide fountains

with self-closing faucets to avoid wasting water.

There is much discussion as to the location of sanitary conveniences,

some authorities declaring that toilet room for children should

never be placed in a basement but in detached pavilions. However,

in large and more expensive types of buildings, ample toilet con-

veniences should be placed on each floor, located in well ventilated

wings, or in separate portions of the building. Ease of access and

complete isolation are the two principal requirements regarding their

location. At any rate, every school building should be provided

with at least one toilet room on each floor for the use of teachers,

and this may be arranged in connection with the toilet rooms of the

children. Toilet equipments may be placed in the basement provided

basements are dry, well lighted, well ventilated, and equipped with

facilities for water supply and sewerage. Sanitary conveniences, if

located in the basement, may be at opposite ends of the building. The
equipment within the room should be installed so as not to cut off

the light from the windows. The closets should be so located as to

be exposed to considerable sunlight, and for this reason a southern

exposure is desirable. The doors to each compartment should be so

hung as to open inward, remaining open when the closet is not in

use.

Floors of toilet rooms should be of non-absorbent material. If

constructed of cement, the cement must be absolutely water-proof.

Toilet room floors of unglazed or semi-glazed tiles are recommended.
Artificial plastic cement, also, is especially recommended because

integral cove mouldings of the same may be used at the walls instead

of base mouldings, thus making it easier to keep the rooms absolutely
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clean. Wherever funds will admit, toilet rooms should he wainscoted

with glazed tile or marble. Toilet room floors should be slightly

slanting and provided with a floor drain and a hose.

For finishing floors of school rooms maple is preferable .to all

other woods because of its toughness and closeness of the grain.

Oak is harder, but objectionable on account of the openness of the

grain. Rift sawed Georgia pine has been extensively used, but if

maple cannot be obtained a finish with plastic cement is preferable.

These cements are fire-proof and do not produce any dust from friction

of human feet. Seats and furniture may be fastened to the floor as

on wood floorings and all cracks and unhygienic features are absolutely

removed. But better still, by use of such material for flooring it is

possible to make a cove and basement continuous with the floor,

making for better sanitation.

As a matter of sanitation, the method of sweeping or cleaning the

school building is very important. One device employed to keep down
the dust, but not very satisfactory, however, is the use of some sweep-

ing compound. This method is somewhat expensive and is not wholly

dustless though it prevents a great deal of the dust. The biggest

objection to its use is that the particles lodge in and around the base

of furniture and accumulate piles of rubbish in inaccessible places.

Moist sawdust would be nearly as good and much less expensive.

Floor dressings or floor oils are objectionable for two reasons: first,

because a sufficient amount of oil to down the dust will soon accumulate

enough dust to make the floor untidy, and in the second place, the

harmful dust is merely retained in the school room and not removed

from dangerous nearness to the pupils. Still another attempt to se-

cure dustless school rooms is by means of oil brushes. These properly

used are inexpensive, and their use is a long step in the direction of

school hygiene in the smaller towns and schools where more expensive

methods are impossible. But, by far the most satisfactory method is

vacuum cleaning. Many systems of vacuum cleaners are on the mar-

ket, many of which are absolutely dependable. And in proportion to

the excellent results obtained, they are not unreasonably expensive.

Aside from its other advantages, walls, ceilings and other parts of the

room, as well as floors, may be thoroughly cleaned and made free

from dust.

For sound-proofing of floors in non-fireproof buildings, air space of

about one and one-eighth inches is provided between sub-floor and fin-

ishing floor. This, with the use of an abundance of deadening felt or

asbestos paper makes the floors almost impervious to the passage

of ordinary school room sounds. In buildings not fire-proofed there

should be double floors in all school rooms, especially in those situ-

ated in the first story. This is especially important to prevent inflow
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of ground air and bad odors from the basements, as well as to make
the building warmer, thus preventing children from suffering from
cold feet and at the same time saving fuel. In buildings of fire-proof

construction a single floor is sufficient, for the materials used in fire-

proofing both deaden the floors and protect them from the cold air

below.
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The Ventilation of School Buildings

R. B. Steeet and T. G. Perry

In erecting a school building, unless it be a small and inexpensive

one, the service of a skilled ventilating engineer should be engaged

and the details left for him to work out. But certain general in-

formation is well within the range of a layman and should be com-

mon knowledge of the superintendent or committee in charge of

the building.

The minimum requisites for human existence on this earth are

air, water and food. Of these, air may be placed first because one

can live only a few minutes without air, while he may live many
hours without water and many days without food. The good and

bad effects of air are probably as many and certainly as marked, as

are they from water or food. The specific part played by air is in

purifying the blood. About twenty-six pints of impure blood are

pumped into the lungs each minute, which is transformed into pure

air only by extracting about six pints oxygen from the air each

hour and throwing off the same amount of carbonic acid. Should

the lungs fail to throw off this gas man would die in a few minutes

from suffocation, so ventilation is as important as life itself.

To secure an adequate and continuous supply of live air certain

principles must be observed.

(1) Air is a medium as a bucket of water.

(2) It is continually in motion due to impurities and difference in

temperature in various parts of a room.

(3) Vitiated air is heaver than live air.

(4) Air is a known substance, being 79 per cent nitrogen, 21 per

cent oxygen, with a little carbonic acid, ozone, ammonia, and water

vapor.

(5) The standard for live air is the amount of carbon dioxide con-

tained. Foul air has too much carbon dioxide, and also contains sul-

phurated hydrogen, sulphuric, nitric, and other acids, dust particles,

volatile human products, bacteria, and disease germs.

(6) It should be of normal temperature, neither cold nor hot.

(7) Of normal humidity, neither wet nor dry.

(8) Provision must be made to bring a steady current of fresh

air into the room, and to remove the vitiated air from the room.

In the mechanical ventilation of buildings certain rules of pro-

cedure must be observed.

All windows must be kept closed to insure the success of any
method of mechanical ventilation.
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The inlet to the room should be placed on the inside wall 7 to 9

feet from the floor opposite the middle of the outside wall, with

rounded edges and a spreader to diffuse the air. The size depends

upon the size of the room and the number of pupils to be accom-

modated, but for a standard size room it should be at least 4 feet

square, while 4% to 5 feet is better. The outlet should be directly

under the inlet with rounded corners and always larger than the

inlet. It is better to have more than one inlet and outlet.

The flues should be placed in the inside walls, large enough to

carry the necessary air, with as few elbows as possible and all corners

rounded. Radiators may be placed in the flues for warming the air

and steam jets or a stream of water for moistening.

The outside intake flue should be preferably at the base of the

building on the side of the best air, while the outside outlet flue

should be at the top of the building and protected from the intake

flue.

There are four systems of ventilation now in use:

(1) The natural system.

a. Windows. The windows should be raised from the bottom

and have a board inserted at an angle to tilt the air for-

ward and upward, thus preventing drafts, and a second

stream of air should enter between the sashes.

b. Cloth windows. Sometimes the lower sash is removed and
a screen of unbleached cloth inserted allowing for at least

one square foot per pupil.

(2) Gravity system.

a. The jacketed stove admits the air through a flue under-

neath the stove, warms it by forcing it between the stove

and jacket and allows it to escape through an opening to

the flue at the floor.

b. Furnace. The air is heated by the furnace and allowed to

ascend through the flues to the rooms on the principle that

warm air is lighter and ascends.

(3) Vacuum or Exhaust system places a fan at the top of the building

and by creating a partial vacuum draws the foul air out of

the rooms and allows pure air to enter the rooms.

(4) Plenum or Force system places a fan in the basement and

drives the air to the rooms at whatever degree of warmth,

velocity, or humidity and volume desired.

These systems have various advantages and disadvantages which

need to be considered.

(1) Natural system: Open windows.

This is the cheapest method, but should scarcely be considered

as a system of ventilation. The difficulty is in getting enough
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current on warm or sultry days, and in getting enough air

on windy or cold days without causing a draft or cooling the

room.

The cloth windows check the drafts and collect dust particles

from the air, but make proper circulation more difficult and

become unsanitary when filled with dust and germs.

(2) The Gravity system.

The jacketed stove is cheap and adapted to small buildings

when stoves are used though the air sometimes becomes too

dry and there is the disadvantage of a stove to a furnace.

When furnace and flues are used with the gravity system

it works well in good weather, but is put out of order by

warm or windy weather, and so is not reliable.

(3) The vacuum system has the fan in the top of the building

which makes too much noise and is hard to get to when out

of order. Also it draws into the rooms foul air and odors as

well as pure air. It is not recommended except as an auxiliary

to the plenum system to be used in toilet rooms and labora-

tories, cloak rooms, etc.

(4) The Plenum system is the most expensive, but most reliable

system yet evolved. It places the air in the room under com-

plete control as to temperature, humidity, amount, velocity, etc.

As to amount of air necessary, there should be a minimum of 1,800

cubic feet furnished per hour for each child. In case of a building

used for adults there should be supplied 2,400 cubic feet per hour

for each woman, and 3,000 cubic feet per hour for each man.

Pure air should contain not over 6 to 8 parts of carbon dioxide

per 10,000 parts, should be continually in motion, but not enter the

room at over 300 linear feet per minute, should not be raised to a
temperature higher than 67 to 70 degrees, at what is known as 50

per cent moisture, and should be filtered or washed if not clean.
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The Lighting of Buildings

C. A. HOYLE AND L. E. BOLICK

The primary object of correct lighting is to have an abundance

of well diffused light on the objects to which the pupils direct their

eyes, and to have no light shining directly into the pupils' eyes. To
realize this object the location of the window space and its relative

area should be determined. All authorities seem in the main to be

agreed as follows:

All school rooms should have unilateral lighting. The most obvious

reasons are:

a. When light enters a room from more than one direction there

is always only one spot which receives an equal amount of light from

each direction, and as it is constantly changing as the sun changes

its position and as, in the remainder of the room, constant crosslights

are produced which are always varying, the eyes of the pupils undergo

an undue strain in an effort to adjust themselves to the changing

conditions.

b. Windows placed on opposite sides of the room must of necessity

be placed so far apart that the walls between them cast shadows
which prevent an equal diffusion of light.

c. The spaces between the windows will then usually have to be

used for blackboards, which again will cause a readjustment of the

eyes in order to see them.

The windows should be to the left of the pupils; that is, the left

side of all desks should be next to and parallel with the windows, so

that the pupils receive the light from the left. Thus there is no direct

glare but an abundance of light on the desks. Windows at the right

of the pupils would be equally as good were it not for the fact that

in writing the right-handed pupils would be writing in the shadow
of their hands. Windows behind the pupils are not desirable because

the pupils would have to work in their own shadows and the teacher

would have the direct light in her eyes. Windows in front of the

pupils should not be permitted under any circumstances because of

the direct light in the pupils' eyes.

The cardinal points from which the light should come are in order

of their preference; east, west, north, south.

Advantages of east light:

a. The early sunlight will purify the room and soon after school

work has begun the direct sun rays will have disappeared.

b. During the remainder of the day there will be a strong, well

diffused light throughout the room.
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Objections to east light:

a. The only objection found was advanced by Dresslar to the effect

that the pupils will, if they receive light from their left, be facing

toward the south and thus be put to a disadvantage in map work,

since the north of the maps will be facing toward flhe south.

West light has all the advantages of east light except that its direct

sunlight comes in the afternoon. It is particularly good for primary

grades which leave before the sun causes any serious glare or it

becomes uncomfortably warm; but for the very same reason it is not

so good for the upper grades which remain later in the afternoon.

North light is well diffused but is much weaker than that from the

east or west. Therefore, it is not good for classroom work. It is

very good, however, for manual training, drawing and domestic

science.

South light is bad. In fact the only commendable thing about it

is its purifying power. But the light rays are too direct and not

sufficiently diffused and as a result are very irritating to both teachers

and pupils.

The axis of the school building, then, should extend north and

south so that light may be received from the east and west.

The bottom of the windows should be three feet six inches from the

floor for primary grades and four feet from the floor for upper grades

for these reasons:

1. If the windows are any nearer to the floor the light from the

lower part of the window will shine in the pupils' eyes and thus

cause a constant adjustment because of two sources of light of un-

equal intensity.

2. So that the pupils cannot readily look out the windows and
thus be distracted from their work.

3. In order to have the windows to reach as near the ceiling as

possible which is necessary as we shall see later.

The top of the windows should be as near the ceiling as the

strength of the structure will allow because:

1. The upper part of a window gathers up more light and carries

it farther across the room. On this point Mills says, "Actual tests

show that the upper one-fourth of a window furnishes one-third of

the effective light coming through the entire window." Dresslar

says, "One foot of a glass near the ceiling of the room is worth more
than two feet at the bottom."

2. In order to get enough window space without having to extend

the windows too close either to the floor or to the front of the room.

Right here it should be said that there should be no transoms be-

cause the sill of the transom will cut off some of the most valuable

light and also as a dust collector it is unsanitary.
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The windows should extend as far to the rear of the room as the

strength of the structure will permit, usually about one foot six inches

from the rear wall.

The windows should extend practically no nearer to the front of

the room than the rows of desks extend. This will leave a certain

dead space but it is better than a complete extension to the front

because:

1. The pupils in the front of the room would have light shining

directly in their eyes.

2. The pupils in the rear would be disturbed by the same thing

every time they looked toward the front of the room.

It is generally agreed that the ratio of glass surface in the window
to floor space should be from one-sixth to one-fourth depending od

conditions. In Southern States where the days are longer and the

sun gets higher on the horison and on sites where the light is un-

obstructed by hills, trees, and tall buildings, the ratio of one to six

is sufficient. In the Northern States and on sites where the light is

obstructed the ratio one to five and sometimes one to four is neces-

sary to give adequate light.

A word should be said about the width of the pillars between the

windows and the kind of glass to be used. The pillars should be

as narrow as the strength of the structure will allow, so that no

great shadows be cast hindering the proper diffusion of light and so

that the required amount of glass surface can be placed within the

area restricted to it. It is, in most cases, best to use plane glass. How-
ever, some authors advocate prism glass in dark locations because it

gathers and scatters more rays of light than ordinary glass.

To briefly summarize, the schoolroom should have:

1. Unilateral lighting.

2. Windows to left of pupils.

3. East or west light.

4. Windows.
a. As close to ceiling as possible.

b. As close to rear wall as possible.

c. As close to front of room as rows of desks extend.

d. From 3% to 4 feet from floor.

5. From one-sixth to one-fourth as much window space as floor

space.

It is necessary when considering the finish of walls as affecting

light to keep in mind the attainment of the principles of schoolroom

lighting; plenty of daylight; have it diffused so that it comes from all

directions; and be sure that it is free from glare. The first of these

principles, plenty of daylight, has already been discussed.
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For correct diffusion of light the walls and ceilings must have an

unpolished surface in order to reflect the light equally in all directions

and prevent glare. Selective absorption must be taken into account in

the diffusion of the light in the room. If it is flooded with light,

the bright or glaring rays must be absorbed by the use of colors.

If there is little light in the room, care must be taken not to absorb

the best rays which enter.

Colors which reflect either too many long or too many short rays

of light are to be avoided. These are near the red and violet end of

the spectrum. Also the dark colors and shades are to be avoided be-

cause they absorb too much light. The best colors are those which

reflect all the constituents of white light in the same proportion.

These are white, gray, greenish-gray, antwerp blue, and raw sienna

with white as a base, light sage color, light buff tint, cream and orange.

Solid white should not be used even on the ceiling. Enough color

should be infused to break the glare, and this should be used on the

ceiling and down to the picture moulding. Below this the walls should

be of a little darker shade. From the windows to the floor it should

be of a still darker shade, or if it is of wood, it should have a natural,

unpolished finish. All other woodwork should be the same. The floors

should be the darkest of all. A thin coat of oil is preferable.

If the room is on the north or west side of the building, and con-

sequently rather shaded, the colors should be of the orange, cream,

or yellow tints in order to give the most light. On the other hand,

rooms on the south or east should be finished with a touch of blue

or green in order to absorb the bright rays which come in so strongly.

No rule can be formulated that can be strictly followed. It is a

matter to be decided by those who plan the painting.

The color of window shades, where necessary, should correspond

in tone to the walls, however, they should not be darker than the

walls. They must be heavy enough to exclude all the light.

As to the arrangement of shades, Dresslar advocates double shades.

They are placed about two-fifths up, with no space between. One
pulls up, the other down. This arrangement is undoubtedly better

in giving service so long as they are in working order. Because the

double shades are more likely to be out of order, Shaw and several

other writers oppose them. If children are not thoroughly disciplined

in respect to handling them, they are likely to give poorer service

than the single shades.

All school men agree that schoolhouse windows should have no

blinds. They collect dust, and at the same time are detrimental in

the diffusion of light.
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Costs of Buildings

A. H. Helms, E. F. Duncan and N. Wright

Because of the tremendous amount of time consumed in gathering

the data on costs of school buildings, and because of the abnormal

condition of the building material market at the time this study was

made, only the bare outline of the results is given. This topic is

best presented in outline form rather than in the form of running

narrative. The figures given are to be considered only as random

samplings and in no sense as anything other than rough and ready

measure.

I. Total Costs.

A. Determining factors.

1. Location.

a. Cost of labor.

ft. Transportation, i. e., railway and drayage facilities and

distances.

2. Material used.

a. Varies according to the five types of buildings already

described.

6. Varies according to the amount and kind of ornamenta-

tion.

c. Varies according to the quality of permanent fixtures;

heating, ventilating, lighting, plumbing.

3. Size of the building.

a. Number of classrooms.

b. Number of special rooms and their size. Auditorium,

gymnasium, library, waiting rooms and others.

c. Corridors and their size.

d. Number of stories.

4. Time.

a. Whether in a time of low or high market.

/
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B. Exemplified by actual buildings constructed.

No. of No. of
Class- Special
Rooms Booms

Year
School Built

Cleveland—
Empire 1914
Almira 1915

Detroit—
Goldberg 1915
Theodore Harms 1916
West Side 1914
Oliver 1915

St. Louis—
Laclede 1914
Bryan-Mullanphy 1915

District of Columbia—
Webster 1916
Washington 1916

Rochester, N. Y 1916

Portland, Oregon 1916

Great Bend, Kansas—
East Side 1916

Iowa—
Davenport 1916

California—
Bates Union 1916

Ohio—
Rosewood 1917

Massachusetts—
Amherst 1917
Horace Mann 1917

Texas—
El Paso 1917

Pennsylvania—
New Castle 1917
Butler 1917
Connellsille 1917
Dallas, Oregon 1916

21
25

20
20
39

22

24
22

13

13

16

14

9

9

24

12
14

13

7

6

5

7

12

No. of
Pupils

933
1,111

757
815

1,665

903

1,040

953

520
725

Total Cost

$179,447.00
206,540.00

110,303.00

105,046.00

209,511.00

134,311.00

200,539.00
229,182.00

52,000.00

110,000.00

95,000.00

48,000.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

400 28,000.00

115,000.00

82,718.89

1,600 446,586.09

62 . . 1,000

50 not cert. . .

.

33 "

24 " 760

225,000.00

500,000.00

200,000.00

100,000.00

Note.—Cost for an average 20-room building in Detroit, Mich.,

$105,000 in 1916. A building in California has 44 classrooms, other

things not specified. $100,000 cost of building. Hot Springs, Ark.,

has a fireproof building built according to modern plans. $182,309

cost of building.
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Some of the writers say cost has about doubled to the amount before

the war.

In New Jersey for 1920 it is stated that a one-classroom building

with cloak room, heated by ventilated stove, will cost $5,000 when com-

pleted, which is double the amount in 1915.

II. Unit Costs.

A. Per classroom.

1. Computed by dividing total cost of building by the number

of classrooms. (An unsatisfactory method of computing

unit costs.)

B. Per cubic foot.

1. Multiply the area of the outside of the building at the first

floor level by the height of the building from six inches

below the general basement floor to the mean height of the

roof, to determine the number of cubic feet in the build-

ing. If certain portions of the building are built to dif-

ferent heights, each portion is to be taken as an individual

unit and the rule above applied.

2. Divide total cost of building by number of cubic feet.

C. Per pupil.

1. Divide total cost by the number of pupils normally accom-

modated in rooms designed for classes only. Special rooms
are to be figured at the actual number of pupils accommo-
dated for one class period only. Auditorium or assembly

rooms may be ignored, but gymnasium may be figured for

one or two classes according to accommodations.

III. Distribution of Cost.

A. Building, including architect's fee, 80 per cent to 86 per cent.

H. Heating and ventilation, 7 per cent to 12 per cent.

C. Plumbing, 3 per cent to 7 per cent.

D. Electric lighting fixtures, 3 per cent to 4 per cent.

IV. Cubical Content Costs Illustrated.

A. How found (explained in II above).

B. A minimum of 200 cubic feet per child should be allowed.

Data are given below showing costs figured on two of the standard

bases. Comparison of costs on classroom bases is practically im-

possible to secure except by personal investigation.

Cost
School and Place Time per Cu. Ft.

High School, Bennington, Vt 1915 $0.12
High School, Minneapolis 1915 .1415
High School, Gary, Ind 1915 .1312
Summer, St. Louis 1915 .156
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Cost
School and Place

High School, Grand Rapids, Mich
High School, Detroit
Flushing, New York
Plymouth, Montg. Co., Penn
Burlington, Iowa
North Hill

Hot Springs
Highland Park, Pennsylvania
Sabine, Illinois

High School, El Paso, Tex
Glassboro, New Jersey
Bayonne, New Jersey
District H. S., Plainsboro
High School, Belleville

High School, Plainsboro

V. Per Pupil Costs Illustrated.

Place Time Cost per Pupil

$125.00
Newark 1915 156.00

175.00
209.00

1915 210.00
Boston (but different schools) 1916 171.81

1916 217.99

1916 217.03

Oliver Hazard Perry 1916 208.78
1916 200.38
1916 169.03
1916 149.49

Cleveland
1914 208.00
1915 186.00

Detroit
1915 146.00
1916 129.00

Newark
West Side 1914 126.00

Oliver 1915 149.00

St. Louis
Laclede School 1914 240.00
Bryan-Mullanphy 1915 240.00

Detroit
1916 250.00
1917 134.00

1917
Binford Jr. School 1917 114.00

1917 107.00

St. Louis 1920 133.00

Note.—Some writers state that cost per pupil would vary in 1917

from $300 to $500 per pupil and that the cost has greatly advanced

since then.
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The cost per cubic foot for St. Louis in 1915 was stated to be from

16 to 19 cents per cubic foot, which seems to have been accurate for

Pennsylvania, Indiana, Ohio, Minnesota, Tennessee, Texas, Nebraska,

Iowa, Illinois, Missouri, and the District of Columbia.

W. C. Bruce, editor of the American School Board Journal, stated,

in a personal letter written July 12, 1920, that in the large cities

the costs have risen from an average of 22 cents to 28 cents per

cubic foot in 1914 to an average cost of 48 cents to 62 cents per cubic

foot in 1920. For elementary schools the cost has risen from approxi-

mately $6,500 per classroom to $15,000 per classroom.
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